B.S.F SR. SEC. SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS VIII……General .Knowledge
WRITE CHAPER NUMBER 1-15 OF YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
BOOK IN YOUR COPYHome work to be submitted to MRS PRIYANKA
MAKHNOTRA TGT (COMP.SC)
IN THE FIRST WEEK OF JULY

SUBJECT- SCIENCE
Q1.Learn all the chapter which were taught in the class ?
Q2.Read chapter 4 and 5.select 5 keywords and 5 questions from
each chapter with their answers?(Except exercises)
Q3.Collect different types of seeds (kharif and rabi crop seeds)and
put them in small bags and attach there bags in a file and label
them?
Q4.Collect new agricultural machine pictures and paste in a home
assignment copy with their names and uses?
Q5.Collect labels from the bottles of jams and jellies. Write down the
list of printed on the labels (At least 3 each)?
Q6.Describe an activity to show that organic waste is biodegradable
while plastic is not?
Q7.Paste the pictures of any four metals and non metals .the
pictures should have information like name of metal/non metal, its
physical properties, chemical properties and its uses?

SUBJECT- ENGLISH
Q1.Learn and revise the syllabus done in class?
Q2.Notice:
(a)Inter-school debate competition ?(Pg 31)
(b)Notice for organizing a cultural program to raise funds for an orphanage?(Pg
32)
(c) Organizing an inter-school cricket match series?(Pg 33)
(d)Water supply will be affected?(Pg 34)
Q3.Informal letters:
(a)Letter to your aunt thanking her for the gift and telling her how much you
liked it?(Pg 59)
(b)Letter to your friend sharing the experience about trekking experience(Pg
60)
Q4.Formal letters:
(a)Letter to principal of your school asking him to start the facility of evening
games in your school?(Pg 64)
Q5.Articles:
(a)Harmful effects of pollution?(Pg 71)
(b)Drug abuse- A social evil?(Pg 72)
Q6.Speech:
(a)Machines are good slaves but bad master?(Pg 75)
(b)Growing violence among the children?(Pg 77)
(c)Create a comic on your own using the story given on Pg 49(Honeydew)
topic- The sun and the wind?

SUBJECT- ART
Q1.Draw and colour and outline of your hand and design
mehandi on it?
Q2.Draw and colour live landscape?
Q3.Draw and colour historical building/monument?
Q4.Draw a portrait of a freedom fighter?

SUBJECT- MATH
Q1.Explain the following properties with the help of 10
examples each:
(a)Closure property for rational no.
(b)Commutative property for rational no.
(c)Associative property for rational no.
(d)Distributive property of multiplication over
Addition and subtraction for rational no.
Q2.Explain the concept of rational no. like with the help of 10
examples?
Q3.Explain different types of quadrilateral and their
properties with the help of diagram(Diagram with coloured
pipe)?

Q4.Explain the concept of solution of a linear equation with
one variable with the help of 20 examples(Examples must be
different from text book)?
Q5.Solve 10 statement problem related to linear equation in
one variable (Example must be different from text book
question)?

SUBJECT- S.S.C
Q1.Learn all the chapter taught in class and come prepared
for P.P.T(FA1)?
Q2.Make at least 10 objective questions from chapter taught
and write them on assignment with answer?
Q3.Visit any historical place of your town/country. Write its
report and importance of it and write it on your assignment
copy with pictures?
Q4.Collect the pictures of any 2 of the following and write
their life sketch:
(a)Rani lakshmi bai of Jhansi
(b)Maharaja ranjit singh
(c)Dr. B.R. ambedkar
(d)Tipu sultan (On separate file)

